Image Processing System for Air Classification Using Linear Discriminant Analysis
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Abstract

An air classifier is used in the recycling process of covered electric wire in the recycling factories, in which the covered electric wires are crushed, sieved, and classified by the air classifier, which generates wastes. In these factories, operators manually adjust the air flow rate while checking the wastes discharged from the separator outlet. However, the adjustments are basically done by trial and error, and it is difficult to do them appropriately. In this study, we tried to develop the image processing system that calculates the ratio of copper (Cu) product and polyvinyl chloride (PVC) in the wastes as a substitute for the operator’s eyes. Six colors of PVC (white, gray, green, blue, black, and red) were used in the present work. An image consists of foreground and background. An image’s regions of interest are objects (Cu particles) in its foreground. However, the particles having a color similar to the background color are buried in the background. Using the difference of two color backgrounds, we separated particles and background without dependent of background. The Otsu’ thresholding was employed to choose the threshold to maximize the degree of separation of the particles and background. The ratio of Cu to PVC pixels from mixed image was calculated by linear discriminant analysis. The error of PVC pixels resulted in zero, whereas the error of Cu pixels arose to 4.19%. Comparing the numbers of Cu and PVC pixels within the contour, the minority of the object were corrected to the majority of the object. The error of Cu pixels discriminated as PVC incorrectly became zero percent through this correction.
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1. Introduction

Over the past years, several studies have been made on recycling copper from
wasted covered wire [1] [2] [3]. The covered electric wires are recycled in recycling factories, in which the covered electric wires are crushed, sieved, and classified by using the air classifier. This recycling process generates wastes which are disposed at some expense. However, since the wastes contain reusable copper (Cu) and polyvinyl chloride (PVC), the extraction of those valuable materials is desired. In these factories, the operator manually adjusts the control parameters of the classifier while observing the wastes discharged from the separator outlet. Normally, however, these adjustments have to be made on a trial and error basis, and hence, are very difficult to perform. Therefore, it is necessary to apply the automatic control in order to improve the performance of the classifier. In addition, there is a growing expectation of the sensor system which is the important element of control technology [4] [5] [6] [7]. Using such sensors, we have studied the improvement of the air classifier [8] [9]. USB camera can be used as a sensor in the air classifier to monitor the mixture ratio of the wastes. Moreover, it is possible to construct the system that controls the separation yield by the installation of USB camera in the air classifier. The system control can be done by transforming the airflow rate with the mixture ratio of the wastes. In this study, we tried to develop the image processing system that calculates the ratio of Cu and PVC in the wastes as a substitute for the operator’s eyes [10]. This image processing method can also be applied to the evaluation of discrimination results in samples of different colors and is expected to be widely used in the recycling field.

2. Experimental

2.1. Experimental Procedures

A schematic diagram of the experimental setup is illustrated in Figure 1. The experimental setup consists of a sealed inner-circulation type air classifier (Mat-suoka Engineering Co. Ltd.), image capturing units with USB cameras, and an image processing unit by PC, which is used for monitoring and control [3]. The air classifier has a vibrating feeder and a centrifugal fan. The mixed Cu-PVC particles were supplied into the classifier by using the vibrating feeder, and the wind in the classifier was generated by the centrifugal fan. The computer sent a set frequency for determining the rotational speed of the fan to the AC servo amplifier (Yaskawa Corp. Junma). The wind generated from the centrifugal fan blew off the light particles into overflow box, and the heavy particles fell into underflow box (see Figure 1). The image capturing unit consists of an USB camera (Logi-cool Co., Ltd. HD Pro Webcam C920t), dome-like light source (Ai-tec System Co., Ltd. TD102x20-60W-4), and a constant-current power supply (Ai-tec System Co., Ltd. TPDC2-2430NCW). USB cameras were placed at the underflow and the overflow boxes, and the images of recovered particles were captured continuously. In this study, pre-processing and discrimination were investigated in order to calculate the ratio of Cu and PVC in the image automatically. The pre-processing consists of background subtraction and background removal. In pre-processing, the object (foreground) is extracted from background.
The discrimination was carried out using linear discriminant analysis. In discrimination, the ratio of Cu and PVC in the wastes was calculated.

### 2.2. Otsu’s Thresholding

An image histogram plots the number of pixels in the image (vertical axis) with a particular value (horizontal axis). Using the histogram for a specific image, we can observe the entire tonal distribution. In image processing, it is important to select an adequate threshold of gray level for extracting the foreground from their background. Image histograms can be analyzed for peaks and valleys which can be used to determine a threshold value.

**Figure 2** shows image histograms for ideal and actual cases. In an ideal case (a), the histogram has a deep and sharp valley between two peaks representing object and background, respectively, so that the threshold can be chosen at the bottom of this valley. However, for most actual pictures (b), it is often difficult to detect the threshold because the valley bottom is fuzzy. Otsu’s thresholding is widely used in order to overcome this difficulty [11]. In this method, the distance of both groups is represented by the degree of separation. In Otsu’s method, we change the candidate threshold from one end to the other to find the best threshold where the degree of separation is maximum. In this study, Otsu’s thresholding was employed to extract the objects from the background.

### 2.3. Linear Discriminant Analysis

**Figure 3** shows the outline of the discrimination analysis. This figure shows an example when two groups are discriminated. **Figure 3(a)** illustrates the example of discrimination using two feature values, \( f_1 \) and \( f_2 \), independently. **Figure 3(b)** shows the case of discrimination by the linear discriminant analysis (LDA) [12] [13] [14] [15]. The simplest method of discrimination is the thresholding method. If the feature value \( f_i \) of sample is greater than or equal to some fixed constant \( f_{TH} \), which is thresholding value, this method discriminates the sample to group one. On the other hand, if the feature value \( f_i \) of sample is less than \( f_{TH} \), this method discriminates the sample to group two. The example in
Figure 2. Image histogram.

Figure 3. Linear discriminant analysis.

Figure 3(a) shows that 3 errors occur by using only feature value $f_1$, while only 1 error occur if using feature value $f_2$. Linear discriminant analysis is used in pattern recognition to separate two or more groups of objects. In LDA, we introduce the new variable $Z$ which combined a feature value of $f_1$ and $f_2$ as the following equation:

$$Z = a_1	ilde{f}_1 + a_2	ilde{f}_2 + b,$$

where $\tilde{f}_1$ and $\tilde{f}_2$ are the standard scores converted from the features $f_1$ and $f_2$ to make the scores have a distribution with a mean of zero and a standard deviation of one. These coefficients are obtained by learning using the test image whose correct answer is known. In LDA, if the value of the function $Z$ of the sample is non-negative, the sample is discriminated to group one, otherwise the sample is discriminated to group two. In Figure 3(b), it can be observed that LDA has no error. In this study, the LDA was used to discriminate Cu pixels and PVC pixels from a mixed image.

3. Results and Discussions

Figure 4 shows the weight ratio of each diameter of Cu and PVC in a raw material obtained by sieving. The image shown in Figure 4(a) is a mixture of Cu and PVC particles. The six colors of PVC (i.e., white, gray, green, blue, black,
and red) were used in this study. It can be observed that the black PVC particle is buried in a black background. In this way, the particles having a color similar to the background color are buried in the background. Therefore, a new method to extract the particles from the background without dependent on the color of objects is proposed in this work. Hereinafter, the method is explained in the case of the black PVC particles. Usually, an image captured by a camera is represented in the RGB color space. In image processing, RGB color space is converted to HSV color space because HSV color space is well suited to the human senses. HSV color space is composed of a hue (H), saturation (S) and value (V). H has a value from 0 to 360, S has a value from 0 to 255, and V has a value from 0 to 255.

**Figure 5** shows the histograms of value (V) of black PVC particles (a) with white background and (b) with black background, along with the original images. The horizontal axis represents value, and the vertical axis represents the frequency. In the white background (**Figure 5(a)**), the black PVC particles can be seen clearly. However, the black PVC particles cannot be seen clearly due to
the particles colors buried in the black background (Figure 5(b)). It can be seen that the value distribution of object and background are completely separated in Figure 5(a). The value distribution of the particles was 35 - 70 and the value distribution of the white background was 130 - 160, therefore, the object pixels are easily extracted from the background. In contrast, there is only one value distribution (25 - 60) in Figure 5(b). This result indicates that the value distributions of the black PVC particles and the background overlapped each other, therefore, it is difficult to extract the object pixels from the background. The similar results were obtained from bright or white particles with white or bright background. Based on these results, the discrimination method of particles and background regardless of color of particles was investigated by using two different background colors.

Figure 6 shows a method of obtaining a value difference. The value image with black background is subtracted from the value image with white background to obtain a difference. While the value difference between is relatively large for the background area, the value difference is relatively small for the object area (see Figure 6(a) and Figure 6(b)). Therefore, in the value difference of the two kinds of background images, shown in Figure 6(c), the difference in value of the particles and of the background is large.

Figure 7(a) shows the image of value difference and Figure 7(b) shows its histogram.

![Figure 6](image1.png)

**Figure 6.** Difference between black PVC images with white and with black backgrounds in value.

![Figure 7](image2.png)

**Figure 7.** Image and histogram of value difference.
It can be observed that there are two distribution peaks, the lower distribution (0 to 16) corresponds to the objects of the image, and the upper one (60 to 75) corresponds to the background. There is pronounced gap between the value distributions for the objects and the background, therefore, it is possible to extract objects from background. The Otsu’s method was adopted to find the threshold between two value distributions, and for the image presented in Figure 7, the threshold was 42.

The procedure for background removal is shown in Figure 8. Figure 8(a), which is the image as presented in Figure 6(c), is the value difference image. Figure 8(b) is the result of thresholding by Otsu’s method and Figure 8(c) is the inverted image of Figure 8(b). The inverted image in Figure 8(c) creates a mask image for the background removal, where the object areas value are converted into one (or white), and the background areas value are converted into zero (or black). Figure 8(e) is the product of the original image of black PVC particles and black background (see Figure 8(d)) with the mask image (see Figure 8(c)). Through this procedure, black PVC objects are extracted from black background as shown in Figure 8(e).

Figure 9 shows the value histogram of the removed background image of black PVC particles shown in Figure 8(e).

It can be observed that the foreground and the background are well separated into two value distributions. The value distribution of background was zero and the value distribution of the black PVC objects was distributed from 23 to 69.

Subsequently to the successful of background removal, the discrimination of Cu and PVC particles for the pre-processed images was executed. First, the pixels of Cu particles were set as group one and the pixels of six-color PVC particles were set as group two. Afterwards, the learning for LDA was executed. The learning derived constant terms for Equation (1) and determined the LDA function ($Z$). Discrimination using the obtained LDA function resulted in large errors, 83.85% for Cu particles and 2.23% for PVC particles. In order to reduce the error, instead of using one LDA learning, the pixels of single-color PVC particles...
were set as group two and six LDA learnings were executed, respectively.

As an example of LDA learning, Figure 10 shows the LDA learning results for pre-processed images of Cu and black PVC particles. LDA learning results for Cu image and black PVC particles images are shown in Figure 10(a) and Figure 10(b), respectively. The following LDA function is obtained from discrimination process:

\[ Z_{Cu,PVC\_black} = -0.653\tilde{H} + 16.121\tilde{S} + 13.078\tilde{V} - 2.713, \]

where, \( \tilde{H}, \ \tilde{S}, \) and \( \tilde{V} \) are the standard scores converted from the features H, S, and V to make scores have a distribution with a mean of zero and a standard deviation of one. Figure 10(b) shows the pixels were discriminated as Cu correctly, and Figure 10(c) shows the pixels were discriminated as PVC incorrectly. Figure 10(e) shows the pixels were discriminated as PVC correctly, and Figure 10(f) shows the pixels were discriminated as Cu incorrectly. The error of discriminated image was 0.782% and 0.014% for Cu and PVC particles, respectively.

Figure 11 shows the results of LDA learning using Cu and each single-color PVC.

The color of PVC used on each LDA learning is described on the horizontal axis, and the learning error is presented on the vertical axis. The area enclosed with dashed lines corresponds to the results presented in Figure 10. The error varied as the combination of features for LDA function changed. Therefore, all the combinations of the features were tested and the LDA function was selected based on the best combination whose error was minimum. The best combination was shown below the name of PVC color on horizontal axis in Figure 11. The LDA function containing only feature hue (H) minimized the error for white and blue PVC particles. The combined features H and saturation (S) minimized the error for gray PVC particles, and the combination of H, S, and value (V) minimized the error for green, black, and red PVC particles. From Figure 11, it can be observed that the highest error of the pixels of Cu particles (3.976%) was obtained when the pixels were incorrectly discriminated as gray PVC. The pixels of white and red PVC particles were incorrectly discriminated as Cu.

The discrimination between Cu and PVC pixels was carried out for the image
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Figure 10. LDA learning results for Cu and black PVC.

Figure 11. LDA learning results for Cu and PVC.

of mixed Cu and six-color PVC particles. The image of mixed Cu and six-color PVC particles is shown in Figure 12(a). The image then pre-processed with the mask image shown in Figure 12(b). The result of pre-processed image is shown in Figure 12(c) in which the image background was removed. The correct discriminated image was created for the image shown in Figure 12(c) by manually setting the correct Cu and PVC pixels using GNU image manipulation program (GIMP). The Cu pixels and PVC pixels are discriminated from the Figure 12(c) by LDA method.

Figure 13 shows the result of linear discrimination analysis. First, LDA function was derived in LDA learning to discriminate the Cu and white PVC particles. Afterwards, the LDA function was applied for the image shown in Figure 12(c). The discriminant analysis was continued by applying LDA function for the discrimination of Cu and gray PVC particles. Consecutively, the LDA functions for green, blue, black, and red PVC particles were applied on the previous pixels discriminated image in similar step as the previous discriminant analysis.

Figure 14 shows the image resulted from each discrimination stage. The black and white pixels show that the pixel was discriminated as Cu and PVC, respectively. It can be observed that the PVC pixels incorrectly discriminated as Cu in
the initial stage was corrected as PVC as the stage progressed. For example, the black-white pixels enclosed with black dashed lines in Figure 14(a) turned into white pixels in Figure 14(b). After the last discrimination using LDA function for red PVC, the error of PVC pixels was zero, whereas the error of Cu pixels increased to 4.190%.

Figure 15(a) shows after LDA results and Figure 15(c) shows after images correction using object contours. The enlarged views of Figure 15(a) and Figure 15(c) are shown in Figure 15(b) and Figure 15(d), respectively. The pixel errors
after discriminant analysis were then corrected using contours of objects to minimize the error. As shown in Figure 15(b), most of the pixels in the object were correctly discriminated as Cu, however a few pixels were discriminated as PVC. The incorrect discrimination generated 4.2% error of Cu pixels. After the object contours correction, the incorrectly discriminated pixels were corrected to Cu as shown in Figure 15(d). The correction was done by comparing the numbers of Cu and PVC pixels within the object contour. The pixels which is minority within object boundary, in this case the PVC pixels, were converted into the majority pixels within the object boundary, in this case the Cu pixels. The error of Cu pixels became zero through this object contours correction.

4. Conclusion

In this study, we tried to develop the image processing system that calculates the ratio of Copper (Cu) and polyvinyl chloride (PVC) in the wastes as a substitute for the operator’s eyes. PVC consisted of six colors (white, gray, green, blue, black, and red) were used as particle model. By applying the difference of two color backgrounds, the particles and the background image could be separated without depending on the background. The Otsu’s thresholding was employed to select the threshold that maximizes the degree of particle-background separation. The ratio of Cu and PVC pixels was calculated from the mixed image by leaner discriminant analysis. The error of PVC pixels resulted in zero, whereas the error of Cu pixels increased to 4.19%. By using the contours of particles, the incorrect pixel discriminants were corrected. By comparing the numbers of Cu and PVC pixels within the particle contours, the PVC pixels, which was the minority of the object, were corrected into the Cu pixels, which was the majority of the object. The error of Cu pixels became zero through this object contours correction. Therefore, with this image processing system using linear discriminant analysis, it becomes possible to evaluate the discrimination result of air classification of copper and PVC which the operator has done so far, and it can be used for wind power control in air classification. Though discrimination between Cu
and fixed six colors PVC was made in this experiment, when a new color sample appears, it can be dealt with by relearning with the sample. This image processing method can also be applied to the evaluation of discrimination results in samples of different colors, such as PET and labels, and is expected to be widely used in the recycling field.
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